UNFAIR HARVEST
The state of rice in Asia
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Small-scale producers grow most of the rice in Asia, playing a significant role in providing food security, jobs and income across the region. However, a combination of worsening inequality in food value chains and the crippling impacts of climate change is leaving rice farming systems at a critical juncture. These challenges threaten the future viability of rice production that underpins the livelihoods and primary food source for millions of people.

New research commissioned by Oxfam shows that rice farmers in some countries can receive as little as 4% of the price paid by consumers. This has implications for poverty: in Nepal, farmers' income from rice farming is estimated at just 13% of the amount needed for a basic but decent income. The burden is particularly bad for women farming and working in the Asian rice sector: they receive lower wages and often suffer discrimination.

There are opportunities for change. For example, smarter government regulation to protect workers' rights and empower small-scale producers can support better returns for farmers; and responsible private sector investment can support small-scale producers to benefit from rapidly modernising rice markets.

This paper puts forward a vision for a more equitable, sustainable and climate-resilient rice sector; and provides recommendations for governments and the private sector to help achieve that vision.
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The food industry is worth billions of dollars, and yet poverty is widespread among the small-scale farmers and workers who produce and process the things we eat.

Rice farming in Asia is no exception. Small-scale producers grow most of the rice in Asia, but for generations have been trapped in unequal relations with traders, millers and other actors along the value chain, lacking the power to negotiate for a fair share of the value of what they have grown. Increasing input costs, unsustainable production methods and climate change are all adding to their risks and vulnerability. The burden is particularly bad for women farming and working in the Asian rice sector: they receive lower wages and suffer discrimination.

Research commissioned by Oxfam suggests that rice farmers can receive as little as 4% of the price paid by consumers, leaving them with incomes significantly below the level needed for a basic but decent standard of living (a living income – see the definition in Box 2) in each country studied. In Nepal, where the gap is largest, farmers’ incomes from rice farming are estimated at just 13% of the living income.

However, the rice sector in Asia is changing fast, with mechanization changing production methods, consolidation of millers and traders changing distribution, and the rise of supermarkets changing retail. This modernization could be a major opportunity for rice farmers to engage in new markets, build sustainable and climate-resilient production systems, and reverse historical injustices and market exploitation.

Unfortunately, evidence indicates that so far, small-scale producers and workers are being further squeezed by these changes. The situation could get worse, as supermarkets gain more of a foothold in the region and consolidation along the value chain enables traders and retailers to take even more of the total value of rice sold.

To address these challenges, and ensure the development of a prosperous and sustainable rice economy, there must be reform. The development of new, better regulated value chains offers opportunities to small-scale farmers to escape exploitative relations, and move out of poverty. But governments, the private sector and civil society must act to realize this vision.

To ensure that the modernization of the rice sector benefits small-scale farmers, we call on governments, the private sector and civil society to address the structural inequalities. The sector needs better regulation, including policies that enable and encourage sustainable production, and incentivize companies to work with small-scale producers—both women and men—to achieve a more equitable distribution of the benefits and opportunities in the value chain.
Governments should:

- Legislate to protect labour rights and women’s rights, including guaranteeing adequate minimum prices for small-scale farmers, and guaranteeing equal pay and conditions between women and men.

- Support alternative business models that work with and strengthen cooperatives and agricultural collectives, including in the informal sector.

- Enact and enforce policies to improve access to resources and opportunities for small-scale producers and women, including supporting farmers to move to more sustainable production methods.

- Create incentives for businesses to implement sustainability standards which benefit smallholder farmers.

The private sector should:

- Commit to upholding the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.  

- Commit to implementing inclusive and gender-sensitive practices and standards, and promote standards that focus on smallholder interests, gender equality and climate change.

- Guarantee safe working conditions and equal opportunities for women throughout their value chain.

This report is part of Oxfam’s new campaign to expose the root causes behind human suffering in food supply chains and to mobilize the power of people around the world to help end it.
1  RICE AT THE HEART OF AGRICULTURE IN ASIA

Rice is the staple crop for more than half of the world’s population. It is the most important crop grown in Asia, providing livelihoods for millions of farmers, and up to 70% of calories for the poorest people across the region. Roughly 90% of the world’s rice is grown in Asia, and most of it is consumed there.

Across Asia, there are about 400 million people engaged in growing rice on 144 million smallholder farms, often no bigger than two hectares. These small-scale farms currently account for most of the rice grown in the region. Earning an adequate living is hard, with returns from small-scale rice farming only between $2 and $6 a day per farm. Rice growers are also increasingly having to manage the impacts of climate change, which increases risk and uncertainty. The poorest farmers and workers are least able to cope.

Women play a major role in rice farming in all countries in Asia. In Indonesia, over 70% of labour in upland rice production is female, while women contribute over 45% of labour for rice production in Bangladesh. But across the region their work often goes unrecognized and unpaid, leaving women struggling to feed themselves and their families. Oxfam research found that, in 2017, more than eight out of ten women workers and farmers growing rice in Pakistan were severely food insecure.

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION DOMINATES

Rice is mainly grown for domestic consumption, with only 9.5% of total production traded internationally in 2017–18. Nonetheless, in some countries, the export market contributes significantly to overall GDP, so governments are keen to see it grow. Most rice on global markets (81% in 2016) is grown in Asia, with India, Thailand, Vietnam and Pakistan major exporters (see Figure 1).
Global markets are changing: new markets are opening up as consumption increases in countries in West Africa, while dietary changes in Asia are reducing rice consumption in some traditional markets. This is affecting the shape of value chains and prices in Asian markets. The amount countries export also depends on domestic policies, as well as the impact of climate change on production. This creates a close link between domestic and export markets. Global price volatility therefore affects what price farmers receive, even if they are producing for domestic consumption.
RICE VALUE CHAINS ARE EVOLVING

Rice reaches consumers either through a large number of informal value chains, in which smallholders sell to informal mills and traders to serve local markets; or through a smaller number of more integrated value chains, in which farmers sell to larger mills or traders serving urban markets (including via supermarket chains). Integrated chains tend to be shorter. For both routes, there are three segments to the value chain:

**Figure 2: The stages of the rice value chain fall into three segments**

- **Upstream production**
  - Small-scale farmers
  - Suppliers of agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, land, water)

- **Midstream: trading and milling**
  - Traders (village level, rural and urban wholesalers, semi-wholesalers)
  - Millers (village mills, small, medium and/or large mills)
  - Traders and millers can act as money-lenders

- **Downstream**
  - Retailers
  - Consumers
  - International traders

Changes to the structure of value chains

At all stages, rice farming is changing:

- Upstream production is moving from subsistence farming with minimal surplus to more commercialized operations;
- Midstream is changing through the modernization and consolidation of milling; and
- Downstream structures are adjusting to the growing role of supermarkets.

Changes in the rice sector are driven by structural changes in Asian economies, particularly income growth and urbanization. These have caused labour to shift from rural to urban areas, decreased rice consumption in several countries, and put pressure on governments to ensure stable food supplies for urban populations.

As a result, governments have reduced direct support to farmers and invested in infrastructure creating food systems serving cities. Richer farmers are able to take advantage of these shifts by investing in inputs such as fertilizer, pesticides, irrigation and new seed varieties, and entering burgeoning markets for land rental. This is starting to lead to the concentration of landholdings and an increase in the number of small commercial farms.

Milling is becoming more concentrated, with a smaller number of large mills taking on a larger proportion of processing. Mills are also engaging in packaging and branding, and building direct relationships with supermarkets. The retailing of rice is changing as supermarkets become larger players in retail across the region. These changes are leading to
lower prices for urban consumers, but often at the expense of a decent income for smaller-scale farmers.

Despite these changes, most rice grown in Asia is still produced by small-scale farmers working landholdings that are, on average, smaller than two hectares. New, better regulated value chains offer a major opportunity for these small-scale rice farmers to engage in new markets and lift themselves out of poverty. But governments, the private sector and civil society must act to ensure that modernized value chains are set up to develop these opportunities. So far, many small-scale farmers have not benefitted.

**Policy challenges**

Many countries have put in place policies to ensure stable supplies and low prices for urban populations. However, this needs to be balanced with policies to reduce poverty in rural areas by ensuring rice farmers receive an adequate income. Because rice is a staple food for so many, it is politically sensitive, and governments have tried different policy approaches to address both urban and rural poverty.

The complexity of this is challenging even for middle-income countries. For instance, Thailand implemented eleven different subsidy schemes between 2004 and 2014. These have ranged from paying farmers a premium to encourage production, to subsidizing the prices of inputs such as fertilizer and farm machinery. All have been attempts to address the politically thorny problem of the income gap between farmers and employees in other industries.

In Vietnam, 85% of rice-growing households cultivate an area of less than 0.5 hectares. The government has implemented a range of different policies, such as paddy stockpiling and price support, but these have had limited impact on the incomes of small-scale farmers or the volatility of prices.
2 ASIA’S RICE SECTOR IS VASTLY UNEQUAL

Since the mid-1990s, there have been major changes in regional rice value chains that have contributed significantly to inequality. The power of rice farmers has declined, both in terms of their share of value in the rice value chain and their negotiating power. Alongside this, the role of the private sector has grown considerably, shifting relations between stakeholders in the industry.

For women farmers and workers in rice value chains, the situation is even worse. They have the least power, incomes, access to markets, inputs and training, and rights to land and social protection.

Climate change has also increased risks and uncertainty for the millions of farmers in Asia through changing precipitation patterns and increases in extreme weather such as floods and drought. This increases inequality as the poorest farmers are the most vulnerable to these impacts.

THE POWER OF FARMERS IS DECLINING

Farmers as price takers

Smallholder farmers are at the bottom of the rice value chain, and hold the least negotiating power. They are invariably price takers, struggling against exploitative relations with traders, millers and other middlemen. In many countries in Asia, rice value chains are unregulated and unmonitored, based on informal relations between actors.

New research commissioned by Oxfam24 examining the rice value chains in Nepal, Pakistan and Vietnam estimates that farmers receive 4–17% of the price paid by consumers, depending on the type of rice and the final market for it; retailers receive 22–24% of the value in domestic markets. The research also shows that production costs and retailers’ share of value have risen steadily in the period 2007–16 in all the countries studied, while prices for farmers have fallen, squeezing their profit margins.
Box 1: Three stages of value chain modernization

Reardon et al. (2018)²⁶ describe three stages of food system transformation:

- In a traditional food system, there is a small urban population, and short supply chains serve local villages and towns. The chain is fragmented, with little capital investment and uses labour-intensive technologies. There are no formal contracts or standards, and farmers rely on loans from traders to buy inputs.

- In a transitional system, increased urbanization means supply chains lengthen as a larger area is needed to grow enough food to feed the urban population. Value chains are still fragmented, but with some consolidation. Quality standards are emerging and used in some markets. Both capital-intensive and labour-intensive production methods are used. Farmers rely less on traders for loans because they have other income sources, such as off-farm employment.

- In a modern system, there are long value chains, with consolidation in some parts of the chain, such as retail and processing. Private standards and contracts are more widely used, and there is more regulation of food quality and safety. Farmers may have formal contracts, and access to regulated financial services. They may also have more diverse income sources.

The authors conclude that the impact of these changes has been mixed ‘with transformation being a two-edged sword bringing benefits and challenges’.

Benefits include increased market opportunities for farmers, more predictable incomes from organized markets, and the protection of rights through improved regulatory frameworks and formal contracts. However, only those farmers who are already relatively wealthy are able to access modern value chains and invest to meet quality demands. Modernization tends to exclude resource-poor farmers and increase inequality.

Oxfam-commissioned research found that Nepal operates a traditional food system, Pakistan’s food system is in transition, and Vietnam’s rice sector, mainly its export market, has partially modernized.


Countries aiming to modernize their rice sectors have implemented policies that have benefitted larger farmers, millers and traders, who are mostly men. They have failed to address the needs of small-scale farmers and labourers, who are often women. For instance, Cambodia’s policies include commitments to free trade, the promotion of rice exports and protections for foreign investors.²⁶ Pakistan has implemented a technical support programme to increase the use of resource-saving strategies and improve harvesting technologies, which only large-scale farmers can afford to take up. The programme does not include training for women on using the machinery, so as mechanization reduces the need for labour, it reduces employment opportunities for landless women. Vietnam’s price regulation policies primarily benefit traders, but do not reduce production costs for farmers. Even when policies are aimed at farmers, such as crop insurance support, women are rarely members of the farmers’ groups accessing such support.²⁷
Smallholder farmers often have to take out loans to buy inputs such as seeds. In Nepal and Pakistan, it is common practice for traders to give out loans to farmers during the planting season and agree on the price of rice in advance.²⁸ Farmers have no other access to finance, so rely on traders or millers to act as moneylenders. The traders set the price for inputs, the terms of the loan²⁹ and the price they will pay for rice, leaving farmers open to exploitation. Traders or millers are therefore key powerbrokers who control access to both markets and finance. Most smallholders lack storage and cash flow, so have to sell their produce immediately after harvest, when prices are lowest. They also lack the means to transport their produce to the rice mills, and therefore have to accept whatever price the traders offer. As the milling sector becomes more concentrated, small village mills are disappearing, making this problem even worse.³⁰

Exploitative relations

In many countries, there is little governance of rice value chains. Farmers do not have formal contracts with traders and there are few regulations to protect them. Prices are set at a local level on a daily basis, and can fluctuate, leaving farmers unsure of their income and unable to plan or invest. Traders control information about the markets, so farmers cannot make informed decisions. For instance, in Nepal, farmers sometimes barter their rice for vegetables or other produce with village traders who then sell the rice on at district markets for a large profit.³¹ Because farmers do not have market information, they do not know how much their rice is worth. In Pakistan, there is no monitoring of sales, prices, commission rates or quality leaving farmers without any support. There is no national pricing mechanism, as there is for wheat. Instead, standards and prices are set by local markets or millers, so farmers have to negotiate with them. Additionally, the lack of implementation of labour policies across the informal agriculture sector leaves farmers and workers unprotected.³²

Women farmers face further barriers accessing markets, as it is often culturally unacceptable for them to travel. Because their role in rice farming is not often recognized, extension services do not consider their needs, and they cannot access information about the services available to them. It is also harder for women to access information because they generally have lower education levels.

In Pakistan, research has shown that women working on farms earn about half men’s wages, and younger women even less.³⁴ They have no negotiating power with employers and suffer unsafe working environments and long hours. They are also responsible for unpaid care work alongside their farm labour.

In Nepal, the government has aimed for the commercialization of rice farming, identifying priority regions for rice production and providing support such as subsidies for farm machinery and the provision of extension services in those regions. However, support is only available for farms of 10 hectares or more. While farmers can consolidate their land in farmers’ associations, smallholders further away from zonal centres are less able to do so, and are therefore further marginalized. The government also runs the Nepal Food Corporation, a public company with the remit of buying staple...
food commodities to maintain food security and reduce price fluctuations. It sets a minimum price for rice. However, it does not buy rice in large enough quantities to affect market prices and farmers are still at the mercy of local traders.

**Rising costs and uncertain incomes**

Farmers’ position as price takers creates income insecurity and prohibits investment. At the same time, they have to manage rising production costs. Agricultural inputs, such as seeds, fertilizers and pesticides represented 23% of the total cost of rice production in the Philippines and up to 40% in Vietnam in 2014. In Nepal, seed prices have increased by 345% over the last 13 years, and fertilizer by up to 140%, but yields have increased by only 46% and farm gate prices by 126%.

Analysis of rice value chains in Pakistan, Nepal and Vietnam shows that rice growers bear the brunt of price fluctuations. Production costs generally follow the rate of inflation, while farm-gate prices vary, and prices for traders, millers and wholesalers have remained stable. For instance, rice growers in the Sindh region of Pakistan have seen prices fall from 12 rupees per kg (9 cents) in 2007 to only 2.5 rupees per kg (2 cents) in 2017 (adjusted for inflation). Farmers also struggle with unreliable access to inputs, such as irrigation, technology, seeds, infrastructure and financial services. In Nepal, vital inputs such as fertilizer and seed have to be imported from India, increasing prices. Farmers bring fertilizer over the border informally, but face many hazards doing so, such as having to do chores as a bribe-in-kind for Indian border police, or having goods confiscated on the Nepali side.

The Nepal-India Trade Treaty allows free trade between the countries, with no quotas on rice trade. Rice farmers in India receive production subsidies and therefore are able to produce rice more cheaply than farmers in Nepal. Traders often choose to import higher quality fragrant rice from India to serve urban markets, creating further uncertainty for rice farmers in Nepal. Nepal’s rice farmers cannot compete because there is limited infrastructure to process rice to the same standard.

Because of these structural inequalities, those farmers with more resources—land, access to irrigation, market knowledge—benefit more from market development, thus increasing inequalities and making it even harder for resource-poor farmers to compete and escape poverty.

In the three countries studied, rice value chain analysis found that small-scale rice farmers earn only a fraction of the living income, with farmers in Nepal earning as little as 13% of the living income from rice farming. In Vietnam, where the rice sector is much more developed, farmers still only earn around 26% of the living income from rice farming. This makes rice farmers more likely to remain living in poverty and unable to meet their basic needs and realize their rights.

---

Rice growers in the Sindh region of Pakistan have seen prices fall from 12 rupees per kg (9 cents) in 2007 to only 2.5 rupees per kg (2 cents) in 2017 (adjusted for inflation).
Box 2: Definition of Living Income

The concept of a living income builds on the idea of a living wage, which is an adequate wage for workers to meet the basic needs of their household. A living income applies to any income earner, such as a self-employed farmer. Living wage and living income differ in referring to employees versus smallholder farmers or small business owners.

A living income is the net income needed for a decent standard of living for an entire household based on international guidance and local customs. It encompasses decent housing, a low-cost nutritious diet, water, healthcare, transport, clothing and other essential needs including a small margin for emergencies. Living income estimates differ from living wage in that they consider the total income of a household generated in decent working conditions.

The proportion of their total income farmers earn from rice growing varies across different countries in Asia. Some farmers may be able to diversify into different crops, or off-farm income earning activities. However, when rice farming provides only a small percentage of the living income, it is harder for farmers to earn enough from other sources for a decent standard of living.


THE POWER OF LARGE PRIVATE ENTERPRISES IS INCREASING

Globally, across a range of food products, the retail sector captures the greatest share of value in food value chains, while the share of value reaching farmers has been steadily decreasing.42

Figure 3: Increased inequality in food supply chains between 1995 and 2011

![Graph showing increased inequality in food supply chains between 1995 and 2011](image)

*Small- and large-scale
Note: Data at the global average [level]. 1995-2011.

As a result of liberalization and privatization policies in the 1990s, many Asian governments moved away from direct intervention in food systems to large infrastructure programmes to support food supply chains for growing urban populations.\textsuperscript{43} Private sector enterprises—from micro-enterprises to large-scale domestic and foreign retail chains—filled the gap left by parastatals and strongly increased their participation in the food sector. In wholesale and milling, thousands of entrepreneurs are investing in machines, increasing scale and diversifying into higher-quality products. However, only medium and large mills have the resources to invest in the equipment needed to reach economies of scale and capture added value through improved quality, which is leading to consolidation. Mills are also moving into distribution, building agent networks in downstream markets, contractual relationships with large wholesalers and sometimes direct relationships with supermarkets. This process of vertical coordination and integration means that power has shifted more towards the retail end of the value chain. While in some cases farmers are able to have better access to mills and bypass traditional middlemen, in most cases this shift is at the expense of small-scale producers.

WOMEN FARMERS FACE MANY DISADVANTAGES

Women play a vital role in ensuring the livelihoods of rice-growing families.\textsuperscript{44} Traditionally, women have been responsible for specific tasks, such as transplanting, weeding and harvesting, while men work in land preparation, crop management and marketing. Therefore, women’s roles exclude them from the value usually associated with higher levels of the chain. They are often excluded from decision-making roles\textsuperscript{45} and are paid less than men for the same work. Women are rarely listed alongside men as owners of their farms, so their work often goes unrecognized. Without assets in their name, they cannot access finance, extension services or other technical support. Even when national laws give men and women equal rights to own and control land, social norms and customary laws often prevent women from fully owning any.\textsuperscript{46} Even when women have sole responsibility for rice production, they can be excluded from access to critical productive resources and services, including credit, farm inputs, marketing facilities, extension and information. Land consolidation enables the increased use of machines, and reduces reliance on labour. This has led to many younger people and men leaving to find other work. Higher production costs have also led men to seek off-farm work to increase family incomes. In Nepal and Thailand,\textsuperscript{47} high levels of male migration mean women are left behind to manage farms alongside their household roles, including unpaid care work for children and other family members. Farm work is often physically demanding and labour intensive, with families with small plots of land unable to afford to hire farm machinery or additional workers.
While women as a whole are disadvantaged in the rice value chain, other factors, such as age, class or location, can further affect some women’s ability to participate in the sector on an equal footing. For instance, in Nepal, farmers who can get their produce to Nepal Food Corporation collection centres can get a better price for their produce, but social norms can restrict women’s mobility. In addition, the informal nature of relationships between rice producers and traders—who are usually men—leaves women open to exploitation. A failure to recognize women’s work in rice production means that the health issues they experience also go unrecognized and untreated. During the rice transplanting season, women stand in paddy fields for long hours in hot weather without protection. For example, women in Pakistan have reported suffering sun stroke and exhaustion, as well as skin diseases from standing in water—often containing fertilizer and pesticides—for long periods. Farm managers often do not provide protection from chemicals, health facilities or access to drinking water for workers in the fields.

In Pakistan, many of the poorest women have to work as labourers on other farmers’ land. They receive very low pay on a per hectare, rather than hourly, rate. In order to earn enough to survive, children are taken out of school to work in the fields so that the family together can cover more area. Without an education, they are trapped in the same poverty work as their parents.

CLIMATE CHANGE PRESENTS A SERIOUS RISK

Rice production, and the livelihoods it supports, is at serious risk from impacts of climate change. Additionally, rice cultivation is a major source of methane and nitrous oxide—both greenhouse gases (GHG) more potent than carbon dioxide.

Reduced rice yields

It is predicted that climate change will lead to reduced rice yields, through an increased occurrence and severity of extreme weather events, including heatwaves and storms. Yields are affected by increasing temperatures: studies report that for every 1°Celsius increase in night temperature, there is a 10% decrease in rice yield. In addition, agricultural labourers in many countries report that increasing temperatures make working conditions unbearable, with extreme heat causing falling productivity, sickness and even death among people working outdoors.

Changes in rainfall patterns also affect yields: across Asia, more than 23 million hectares of rice lands are rainfed, making these areas highly vulnerable to uncertain rainfall, as well as drought, floods and typhoons. Early or late rains affect sowing and harvesting times, reduce yields and increase crops’ susceptibility to pests and diseases. Floods in Pakistan in 2010 left more than 750,000km² of land covered in water, while rice growers in desert areas of Punjab face drought.

Climate change will also reduce land available for rice cultivation. For example, it is predicted to reduce the area of rainfed rice cultivation in

Studies report that for every 1°Celsius increase in night temperature, there is a 10% decrease in rice yield.
Cambodia by 20% by 2050. In Vietnam, rice producers on around 100,000 hectares of coastal land in the Mekong Delta are affected by increased water salinity as sea levels rise. Research has shown that for every unit of salinity increase, a 12% reduction in rice yield can result. In coastal Bangladesh, salinity has reduced rice production, and farmers are turning to shrimp farming instead. This can generate greater incomes, but requires farmers to learn new skills and make capital investments, and reduces job opportunities for farm workers.

**Rice’s contribution to climate change**

Rice production emits more GHG per kilocalorie than many other crops. Researchers have estimated that rice contributes 48% of emissions from crop production for 15% of the calories. Methane emissions are particularly high from rice grown under continuous flooded irrigation, because of methane-emitting bacteria that thrive in inundated soil. Farmers and scientists have been working together to try to develop alternative rice growing methods that improve resilience, reduce emissions and use fewer resources (see Box 3). No individual technique or set of practices is a panacea to the challenges presented by climate change. However, several techniques have shown success in different contexts, including: alternative wetting and drying (AWD); seed varieties which are resilient to drought, pests, or other climate-induced change; crop rotation and intercropping; and terrace building.

**Box 3: The System of Rice Intensification**

The System of Rice Intensification (SRI) is an agroecological methodology that has been shown to reduce emissions from rice cultivation. Farmers using SRI principles, which include reduced plant density and controlled water application (such as AWD), have seen increased yields. While it is applied differently across regions, its measures allow farmers to produce more rice with less water, agrochemicals and seeds. For that reason, SRI is considered a boon for income generation, food security and resilience to climate change-induced shocks. Research has also shown that the use of SRI practices can reduce methane emissions. In Southeast India, for example, SRI produces less than half the GHG emissions per kilogram compared with conventional rice production.

Oxfam started promoting SRI in 2002 to help farmers improve their food and income security and increase their resilience to shocks and stresses. As of 2016, nearly 2 million smallholder farmers in groups supported by Oxfam and partners in Cambodia, Sri Lanka and Vietnam have benefitted from SRI using both improved and local rice varieties. Overall, SRI has been found to increase the autonomy of farmers by reducing their reliance on external inputs, making the practice accessible to farmers with limited assets, while helping them adapt to the challenges of climate change and enhancing their knowledge.

Oxfam’s partner, SRI-Rice Centre at Cornell University, advances and shares knowledge about SRI and supports global networking. SRI is currently used by more than 20 million producers in more than 60 countries.
Impacts on small-scale farmers

Small-scale farmers—who have no incomes outside agriculture and do not have access to social safety nets—are hardest hit by the impacts of climate change. Their reliance on rainfed production puts them at greatest risk of lower yields in uncertain weather conditions. Their lack of access to resources such as credit, market information and technical advice will further exacerbate inequality.

For landless workers, most often women, the situation is even worse. When natural disasters hit, they are unable to work but do not receive any compensation for lost earnings (see Box 4).

Box 4: Resource-poor farmers most affected by natural disasters

Razia Bibi, a rice worker from Pakistan. Photo: Shirin Abbasy/Oxfam

Razia Bibi is from Muridke, Pakistan. She and her daughters work as labourers, and also rent land to grow rice. If a natural disaster, such as a flood, destroys the crops, her family has no income, either from labouring or from the crops they grow. Landowners do not compensate for natural hazards and demand their rent regardless of whether or not there has been any produce from their fields. Therefore, every natural disaster pushes families like Razia’s further into poverty.

Source: Oxfam interview with Razia.

Alongside climate change, the rice sector is also struggling to cope with other environmental impacts, which can have a devastating effect on the health of rice farmers. Fertilizer overuse is rife in the region, partly arising from subsidies, which meant it was seen as a cheap way to increase productivity. Herbicides and pesticides are also used to cope with labour shortages (e.g. for weeding). However, uncontrolled use of these inputs causes soil, water and air pollution, as well as health issues for farmers and labourers.
Shamshad Bibi, a rice worker from Pakistan. Photo: Shirin Abbasy/Oxfam

Shamshad Bibi lives in Muridke, Pakistan. A normal day for her starts at 6am, when she makes food for the family and cleans the house. She leaves the house by 8am to work in the rice fields. After spending long hours in the field, she suffers from headaches and muscle pain. Heat and the lack of precautionary measures and adequate working equipment has resulted in many health problems for her and her family, including eye infections, skin irritation and diseases and respiratory illnesses.

Source: Oxfam interview with Shamshad.
3 THE OPPORTUNITY FOR CHANGE

Asia’s rice economy continues to shape the lives of millions of people and contribute to feeding the population of the entire region. Sadly, its unsustainable cultivation practices fuel climate change, while unfair value distribution perpetuates and increases inequalities for small-scale producers, especially women.

To address these challenges, and ensure the development of a prosperous and sustainable rice economy, there must be reform. The development of new, better regulated value chains offers opportunities to small-scale farmers to escape exploitative relations, and move out of poverty. But governments, the private sector and civil society must act to realize this vision. Proactive efforts are needed to rebalance power along the value chain in rice-producing countries to make the rice economy more equitable, fair to women and climate resilient. It would be a tragedy if what could be a huge opportunity for small producers made them worse off than before.

To ensure that the modernization of the rice sector benefits small-scale farmers, a large-scale pro-poor transformation of relations along the value chain is needed, through:

- more protection from governments for producers’ rights;
- support to producers for more collective action; and
- responsible private sector investment, including through multi-stakeholder initiatives.

GOVERNMENTS MUST PROTECT FARMERS’ INCOME AND RIGHTS

Governments have to balance urban populations’ need for low food prices with the need of rural producers to receive adequate incomes. However, policy interventions in the rice sector have often failed to increase producer incomes or protect their rights.

Research suggests that, across a range of different food commodities, policy interventions such as setting a minimum producer price and a statutory minimum wage lead to improved incomes for producers and workers. Where governments set a minimum producer price for food commodities, farmers receive, on average, a share of the end consumer price that is around twice as high as that received by farmers without such support.
Figure 4: Government intervention to set minimum prices for agricultural commodities benefits small-scale farmers in food supply chains

Share of the end consumer price reaching small-scale farmers

**WITH MINIMUM PRICE SETTING 6%**

**WITHOUT MINIMUM PRICE SETTING 2.8%**

Note: Data from 2015. The commodities shown are those analysed that are produced by small-scale farmers, so where minimum price setting is relevant. Source: C. Alliot et al. (Forthcoming). Distribution of Value and Power in Food Value Chains. Oxfam-commissioned research undertaken by BASIC.

Raising minimum wage levels has also been shown to lower the gender pay gap, and can play a critical role in supporting women’s economic empowerment, provided that the minimum wage rises are extended to the informal sector.72

Investing in women is essential. For instance, if women had equal access to education, seeds, agriculture training, mechanization and water, they could produce 20–30% more food.73 Governments should also act to address legal barriers women face, such as unequal land rights, and challenge cultural norms which limit women’s freedoms.

As the rice sector changes, governments must take the lead in regulating the role of private companies. While modernization of the rice sector could create opportunities for improving smallholders’ livelihoods, it will only do so if governments regulate to ensure fair relations along the value chain, or create incentives to encourage companies to support smallholders. This could include supporting progressive companies by legislating to prevent the undercutting of sustainable practices by less sustainable companies.

Governments can support small-scale farmers and workers through a range of policy tools. These must go beyond a narrow focus on productivity enhancement to tackle immediate production constraints—such efforts have not taken small-scale farmers out of poverty. It is vital that such measures are tailored to ensure that they deliver for women as well as men.

They could include:

- Legislative and regulatory frameworks to protect labour rights and ensure workplace health and safety standards;
- Strengthening and ensuring stringent enforcement of policy and legislation on the elimination of violence against women;
- Regulating and formalizing market mechanisms, for instance through

Raising minimum wage levels has been shown to lower the gender pay gap, and can play a critical role in supporting women’s economic empowerment, provided that the minimum wage rises are extended to the informal sector.71
establishing national pricing systems and standardized commission rates;

- Action to secure land rights for women;
- Working with the business sector to develop and implement sustainable production standards, for instance to reduce pesticide use and increase use of crop rotation practices;
- Ensuring that labour and wage standards cover workers—often women—who are informally employed;
- Social spending on public goods like health, education and other forms of social protection that are particularly valued by women.

While government support to small-scale farmers and workers is vital, to be successful it must go hand-in-hand with efforts to address unequal power relations along the value chain.

**SUPPORTING COLLECTIVE ACTION IS KEY**

Building the bargaining power of smallholder farmers through collective action is critical to increasing the economic value they receive. Analysis of global and domestic food value chains has indicated that small-scale producers benefit from much higher shares of the end consumer price (around 26%) where they are organized into producer organizations that can achieve economies of scale, compared with those who are not (who retain around 4%).

**Figure 5: Collective action increases the bargaining power of small-scale farmers in food supply chains**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANTATIONS</th>
<th>SMALL-SCALE FARMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avocados (Peru, green beans (Kenya), orange juice (Brazil))</td>
<td>Cocoa (Côte d’Ivoire), bananas (Ecuador), rice (Thailand), shrimp (Vietnam), orange juice (Brazil), green beans (Kenya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from 2015. Some commodities appear twice, as they are both produced by small-scale farmers and by waged workers on large-scale plantations, in processing facilities or on fishing vessels. Source: C. Alliot et al. (Forthcoming). Distribution of Value and Power in Food Value Chains. Oxfam-commissioned research undertaken by BASIC.

Oxfam’s experience shows that collective action is an important mechanism to improve the conditions for women in the food system. Under the right conditions, women producers and landless workers can benefit from working collectively, especially where it reduces the risks involved in engaging in new, and often more distant, markets. The Women-Led
Agricultural Service Team (WLAS), an Oxfam-supported programme building collective extension services and women-led micro enterprises in Cambodia, provides an example of an alternative approach. The project aims to improve women’s livelihoods and challenge social norms in rice cultivation (see Box 6). It demonstrates that women can become agricultural extension workers and entrepreneurs when they are provided with the right support.

**Box 6: Women-Led Agricultural Service Team (WLAS)**

In Cambodia, smallholder rice producers struggle with low productivity and high input costs. Most receive little or no agricultural extension services. To push up yields, they tend to use excessive chemical fertilizers and pesticides. However, this practice further erodes productivity, worsens pollution, and can even impact negatively on farmers’ health. Producers, especially women, also face labour shortages, because many men are forced to migrate for waged work in towns and cities.

Since 2015, Oxfam and partner organizations in Cambodia have been piloting work with groups of landless women to become professional extension service providers, called WLAS teams. They are trained on agricultural techniques and skills, and new rice cultivation methods like the SRI (see Box 2). They provide a full package of technical services for farming. Besides the normal tasks assigned to women, such as broadcast seeding and weeding, they have learned new skills such as transplanting seedlings, land preparation and levelling, and harvesting. WLAS teams use local radio and mobile phones to market their services.

WLAS teams have contributed to improving livelihoods for both service team members and their clients. The teams have helped farmers to optimize the benefits of their land, as well as improved their own livelihoods and incomes. Over two years from 2015, ten teams of 257 farmers (89% women) have evolved into successful businesses, especially in rice production, with rice yields increasing up to 50%. In dry areas, SRI participants saw average yields of 3.6 tons per hectare compared with yields with conventional practice of 2.4 tons per hectare.


Producer organizations can help smallholders engage in markets, and give them a voice in market development. They enable economies of scale, reduce transaction costs, and reduce risk in financial transactions.

But producer organizations by themselves cannot solve all problems. They may have their own shortcomings, such as weak governance, poor capitalization, political interference and even socially constructed hidden barriers to women members.

Public policy therefore has a big role to play in overcoming these limitations so that small-scale rice producers in developing countries can organize effectively and benefit from opportunities such as contract farming and private investment schemes.
Government could fill the ‘missing middle’ between small-scale producer organizations and markets by supporting the formation of specialized intermediaries that provide aggregation, financial and marketing management.

Public policy should incentivize producer groups to encourage female membership and address the constraints that women face, such as unfair membership eligibility criteria that limit women’s participation. These include members having to own the land that they farm, a stipulation that excludes most rural women; and minimum production or harvest volumes, which women are often unable to meet because of their poor access to land and other productive resources.

Public policy should go beyond incentivizing just membership, and ensure that women are represented in organizations’ governance structures.

It is vital to extend support to informal groups, which women often join due to the difficulty of gaining membership in formal groups. These may be producer groups, or informal arrangements between women to work collectively on each other’s farms to reduce their labour burden.

THE PRIVATE SECTOR MUST INVEST RESPONSIBLY

While stronger public policies and empowered producers are fundamental to rebalancing power in the rice supply system, the private sector also has an important role to play.

Some major firms and progressive companies have taken voluntary action to address sustainability issues in their supply chains, including developing sustainable production standards. However, Oxfam commissioned research\(^76\) analysing whether sustainable rice production standards and initiatives address the needs of small-scale producers, found that most initiatives are at an early stage of development and have some way to go to reach large numbers of small-scale producers. Sustainable rice is far from being mainstream.

Although they have some drawbacks, approaches such as Fairtrade and organic production do demonstrate the possibility of using sustainable production standards to provide benefits for all actors in the value chain. For example, to achieve Fairtrade certification, traders must buy rice from farmer groups or cooperatives, enhancing smallholders’ bargaining power; and the producer groups receive a premium in the market for Fairtrade products. Such schemes also require businesses to build up longer term, more secure relationships with producers, addressing some of the problems arising from the informal relations currently prevalent in the rice sector. They therefore demonstrate the viability of working in more equitable and transparent ways, leading the way to improvements in the mainstream rice sector.

However, the cost of third-party certification schemes can often be too expensive for smallholders, especially for a low-value crop like rice. High
costs may make it impossible for unorganized and remote smallholders to participate in such schemes. There is also still a long way to go until these certification standards adequately address workers’ rights and gender issues. For instance, women tend to play a less active role in cooperatives’ decision making than men.

While the market for Fairtrade and organic rice is growing in Asia and globally, it still reaches only a small section of the market. There is therefore a need to build up markets for these premium products, but more importantly, to improve the raising of standards in the rice sector as a whole.

Private sector actors, especially mills and supermarkets, are in a position to drive wide-scale schemes through their extensive networks. They can reward efforts to reduce input use (e.g. water and fertilizer) and adopt more sustainable production. It is imperative that such schemes help small-scale producers—both men and women—manage the transition to more climate-resilient cultivation practices. Alignment with local and national development objectives is critical to leveraging resources for scaling up schemes and protecting small-scale producers from commodity price volatility.

Oxfam’s Future of Business Initiative has identified a range of more equitable business models emerging across Asia in different sectors. Inclusive business models, which are particularly popular in agriculture, seek to address poverty by companies partnering with poor communities in their value chain, for instance by providing training to help farmers improve the quality of their produce (see also Box 7). Other models include producer-owned co-operatives, and Fairtrade social enterprises, whose profits are invested back into producers.

Although useful, these sustainable production schemes and initiatives alone are not powerful enough to ensure decent living standards for all rice farmers and workers. Deeper changes are needed to uproot the structural power imbalances at the heart of the current rice supply system. Sharing value equitably must be central to any solution. Governments must take the lead in putting in place strong labour laws and appropriate environmental codes —and businesses need to support policies addressing inequality in value chains.

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights makes clear the responsibility of business to respect human rights and pay wages that enable workers to realize these rights. Businesses can put in place new governance structures to ensure fair livelihoods for producers and workers. However, without regulatory and legislative frameworks to enforce labour laws and support progressive business models, economic integration in the rice sector is likely to continue benefiting private sector interests and larger actors in the value chain to the detriment of small-scale producers.
Box 7: Promoting responsible business practices in Cambodia

Cambodia has experienced rapid economic growth (an average annual growth rate of 7.7% from 1995 to 2017\(^7\)), particularly in the agriculture sector, in which half of the country’s labour force work. Unfortunately, the concept of responsible business has not gained ground at the same pace, and most stakeholders and companies are still unaware of the strategic importance of responsible business practices. This is particularly the case for gender-sensitive business practices, even though the vast majority of the workforce in the agriculture and garments sectors are women. This situation, coupled with a weak regulatory framework, has put communities and workers at risk and kept them in poverty.

To bridge this gap, Oxfam’s Gender Transformative and Responsible Agribusiness Investments in South East Asia (GRAISEA) programme, along with 43 organizations representing front-running companies and civil society organizations (CSOs), initiated the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) Platform Cambodia to encourage agribusiness companies and others to adopt responsible business practices that will specifically benefit smallholder women and men farmers. Through the Platform, best practices on social and environmental responsibility, good governance and corruption reduction, respecting human rights, and inclusive economic growth were shared with stakeholders.

Members of the Platform are showing the way forward. Cambodia’s largest rice exporter, Amru Rice, for example, supports smallholder rice farmers in entering fair contracts negotiated by agricultural cooperatives and their union, and serves as a market enabler by buying directly from the farmers and helping them sell their products to other markets. For these companies, the goal of responsible business conduct is to both increase their positive impact and decrease their negative impact; to help farmers, workers and employees increase their income and improve their quality of life; and to ensure long-term growth and development.

The CSR Platform Cambodia has demonstrated that even without a regulatory framework in place, responsible business practices can be adopted and advanced through cooperation between the private sector and CSOs.

*Through the GRAISEA programme, Oxfam supports regional and national policies on responsible practices; inclusive agro-commercial value chains; and corporate policies that embrace gender equality, women’s economic empowerment, and other aspects of social responsibility.*


MULTI-STAKEHOLDER INITIATIVES COULD BE TRANSFORMATIVE

Multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs) aim to bring together governments, civil society and private sector actors to work to address shared concerns and increase transparency and collaboration. They can, if designed well, be inclusive avenues for transforming an industry. However, their impact varies, and each MSI must be assessed on whether all stakeholders can
participate equally, and whether actions actually benefit smallholder farmers.

To find out, Oxfam reviewed ten sustainable rice production standards and MSIs to assess how well they align with the needs of small-scale rice producers. The review found:

- Varied and limited attention to the needs of smallholder farmers;
- Limited attention to the needs of women farmers;
- No explicit focus on climate change mitigation and adaptation, though most standards include relevant actions on soil conservation and water management;
- Limited engagement of smallholders beyond the farm gate, e.g. in trading or processing;
- Limited focus on supporting farmers to improve their practices and incomes (e.g. through capacity building and improving access to finance and other resources);
- Inadequate engagement with national governments to ensure standards align with local contexts and development priorities.

**Box 8: The Sustainable Rice Platform (SRP)**

The Sustainable Rice Platform (SRP) is a global multi-stakeholder initiative on rice, co-convened by the United Nations Environmental Program and the International Rice Research Institute, established in 2011. It has more than 90 members, including government bodies, private sector companies, research institutions and NGOs. It seeks to promote resource efficiency and sustainability both on-farm and throughout the value chain. It pursues public policy development and voluntary market transformation initiatives, by encouraging members to adhere to its Standard for Sustainable Rice Cultivation. It aims to facilitate wide-scale adoption of sustainable best practices in the global rice sector, thereby increasing the global supply of affordable rice, improving livelihoods for rice producers, and reducing the environmental impact of rice production.

In November 2015, SRP launched its Standard for Sustainable Rice Cultivation. This includes 46 requirements structured under eight guiding principles, and is supplemented by 12 performance indicators to measure the impacts of adoption and reward progress. SRP and its partners aim to encourage one million farmers to adopt SRP’s Standard by 2021.

Oxfam is involved in discussions with the SRP, engaging in debates about global rice policies and standards, and working to address shortcomings in the Standard. Oxfam is working to influence SRP in four strategic areas: gender justice, small-scale producer voice, environmental sustainability and corporate accountability.

The current Standard on Sustainable Rice Cultivation is a good start, which should be adapted to specific producer contexts to meet local needs. However, it could go further: companies and development partners of the SRP can contribute to sustainability when they address more than one sphere of engagement—the market, producer organizations, services, community development and public policy.
Protecting small-scale producers

The SRP Standard must emphasize small-scale producers, gender equality and climate change. This could include:

- Promoting group management models that are more inclusive of smallholders and women;
- Expanding guidance on climate mitigation and adaptation linkages;
- Performance and outcome monitoring of standard systems, including indicators on women’s empowerment;
- In campaigning for sustainable rice demand and uptake, advocate for supply chain models that lower entry barriers for smallholders;
- Holding supply chain actor members accountable for impacts on climate change.


4 RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR GOVERNMENTS

The governments of rice-producing countries should regulate the sector more effectively in the following areas:

Rice sector policies

- Legislate to protect labour rights and women’s rights, including guaranteeing adequate minimum prices for small-scale farmers; setting a statutory minimum wage for agricultural workers that ensures a living wage; and guaranteeing equal pay and conditions between women and men.
- Enact and enforce policies to improve access to resources and opportunities for small-scale producers and women:
  - Invest in extension services, education and training, and other relevant infrastructure to improve small-scale farmers’ incomes and resilience.
  - Improve access to finance and information, so rice producers have more power in negotiations.
  - Introduce subsidies and other incentives to support farmers to move to more sustainable production methods.
  - Encourage the establishment of microfinance initiatives exclusive to women farmers to facilitate their access to capital.

Actions to build capacity and empower small-scale producers and women

- Invest in public goods that reduce and redistribute women’s unpaid care work, and remove other barriers (such as denial of land rights) to women’s economic empowerment.
• Support alternative business models that work with and strengthen cooperatives and agricultural collectives, including in the informal sector.

• Hold businesses to account for transparency in their supply chains, and put in place policy incentives for equitable business structures.

Actions to regulate businesses more effectively and accountably

• Support the adoption of the proposed UN Binding Treaty on Business and Human Rights.81

• Create incentives for businesses to implement sustainability standards which benefit smallholder farmers.

FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Private sector actors should:

• Commit to ensuring decent livelihoods and adequate health and safety protection for workers and farmers in their supply chains

• Provide transparent and accountable reporting of the impacts and benefits of their supply chains, including monitoring working conditions for producers supplying them.

• Commit to upholding the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.82

• Commit to implementing inclusive and gender-sensitive practices and standards, and promote standards that focus on smallholder interests, gender equality and climate change.

• Commit to invest in alternative business models including agricultural cooperatives

• Provide training, extension services and support to farmers on sustainable practices.

• Guarantee safe working conditions and equal opportunities for women throughout their value chain.

• Commit to the UN Women’s Empowerment Principles.83
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